Hi, we’re ADCI Solutions

The ADCI Solutions company was founded in 2007 and is recognized as the premier custom Drupal development agency.
With a team of over 40 professionals, we continuously research new technologies and progress as an agency in order to come up with the best solutions for our clients.
About us
We have a simplified workflow so working with us is easy, pleasant, and mutually beneficial.
**Project team**

**Sales manager**
The sales manager observes how the communication is going on and sends you the polls about the progress where you can share what you like and what don’t.

**Team lead**
The lead developer/team lead is your main point of contact regarding all things tech. He/she makes sure you’ll get the product that will deliver value for you.

**Designers**
The designers select color schemes, fonts, and they are responsible for UX/UI solutions in your project.

**Account manager**
The account manager sends the invoices, reports, and allocates the resources for your project according to the timeline and deadlines.

**adcisolutions.com**
**hello@adcisolutions.com**
Project stages

Onboarding
At the kickoff meeting, the manager briefs you regarding the goals, requirements, budget and timeline restrictions. The deliverable at this stage: an SOW (Scope of Work)

Analysis
During this stage, the lead developer explores tech documentation, project aims, requirements. The client and the lead developer discuss all the features and details.

Wireframes
Our designer works on wireframes and prototypes until a final approval. Wireframing allows minimizing risks at later stages.
At this stage, we do preparation to launch, finalize everything and set final settings.

**Design**
Working on design comps until the client's final approval. We carefully ask all the details about the impression a project should create.

**Back end**
From the very beginning, we demonstrate intermediary results to client through the demo versions of features, website pages and so on. We are very fast to react to the client's requests.

**Front end**
The front-end developer implements all visual features and makes sure everything is pixel-perfect.

**Deployment**
At this stage, we do preparation to launch, finalize everything and set final settings.
Awards
Awards and accolades

2012
We have become the Drupal Association Supporting Partner

2013
The First Premium Supporting Partner in Russia

2015
A design partner for DrupalCon Barcelona 2015 and DrupalCon Dublin 2016

2017
Top Web Developers in Russia (Clutch)

2018
Top Web Developers in Russia (Clutch)
Awards and accolades

2019
Top Drupal Developers Worldwide (Clutch)
Top B2B providers in Russia (Clutch)
Top 1000 Companies (Clutch)

2020
Top 1000 Service Providers (Clutch)
Top B2B providers in Russia (Clutch)

2021
Top 1000 Service Providers (Clutch)
Most reviewed web design companies in Russia (The Manifest)
Top 100 ReactJS developers in Russia
Top 100 PHP developers in Russia
Psy Therapeutics

Psy Therapeutics case study

Psy Therapeutics (Psythx) is a biopharmaceutical company from Boston, the USA. We developed a business card website with WordPress.

What we did:

- the ability to upload the content without the help of the developers,
- UI original design with a custom animation,
- the custom diagram’s developing.
The isomorphic app for an influencer marketing agency. Service users get real engaged users through campaigns with celebrities and grow their audience.

What we did:

- an SEO friendly site.
- made with Drupal 8, Node.js, React, Next.js,
- the ability to edit pages without the help of programmers.
IPG Association

International Packaging Group case study

The IPG Association is an international union of professionals in the field of cardboard packaging from Switzerland.

What we did:

- combining two sites into one,
- content migration from Drupal 7 up to Drupal 8,
- refactoring of the custom code,
- website performance optimization,
- technical debt’s reduction.

Scrapi collects and recycles used and old cars. A user just needs to send a request on a website and the next moment the ballpark compensation for this car is calculated.

**What we did:**
- an SEO friendly site,
- made with Drupal 8, React, Next.js,
- the ability to edit pages without the help of programmers.
Sound & Science

Sound & Science: Digital Histories case study

The Max Planck Institute for the History of Science explores how basic scientific concepts and terms are changing, how culture affects science and conducts researches on those topics.

What we did:

- website migration to Drupal 8,
- the ability for submitting the content by users,
- the BibCite module usage.
Green Street Solar is an American company that installs solar electrical systems for homes and small businesses.

**What we did:**

- Website creation with Drupal 8, migration to Drupal 9
- The structure of the site has been redesigned to improve user experience
- Interactive video block
WeighMyRack case study

WeighMyRack "is for researching and comparing gear specs" as they position themselves. In other words, it's a price comparison website.

**What we did:**
- refactored the import system and decreased the update time by 2 times.
- minor UI edits.
- audited the code and fixed the functionally changed modules.
- optimized website performance.
Alutech United Inc is by far the leading hurricane and safety shutter in the United States.

**What we did:**

- UI and responsive design,
- A new, more user-friendly structure of site administration,
- The Product page is made with Vue.js, which increased search speed.
Raze Motorsports

Raze Motorsports is a team dedicated to performance enhancement products for sports car and diesel truck engines.

What we did:

- shopping cart and checkout functionality,
- the discount system is built using the Commerce Discount and Commerce Coupon modules,
- faceted search.
Oxford Business Group is a global publishing, research and consultancy firm, which publishes economic intelligence on the markets of the Middle East, Africa, Asia, and Latin America.

What we did:

- the app is used internally by staff in 40 countries,
- the flexible user roles system,
- information management features.
The Review

Background

Challenge

Solution

Results

Ratings

What evidence can you share that demonstrates the impact of the engagement?

The project is still on a developing server, but I’ve had positive reviews from some of the focus groups I’ve done.

How did ADCI Solutions perform from a project management standpoint?

It’s been wonderful. Their project manager has taken all of my requests and developed a custom timesheet for me, which they log daily. That helps me make sure that their numbers are the same as mine and keep track of everything. It’s like having a third hand, which is really nice—I’ve never seen a vendor go out of the way like that before.

As for communication, Julia and Alexander have done FaceTime calls with me upon request. We also use Teamwork, email, Skype, and Google Sheets.

What did you find most impressive about them?

I can’t state enough how impressed I’ve been with ADCI Solutions. From the first call, I could tell that they were committed to the industry, and that was what caught my eye. Rather than saying they could do everything, they were specific about what they could do and their proficiencies, and I liked that they focused on the technologies I required.

To validate what I’m saying a bit further, I’ve been a developer for about 15 years and a tech lead for 10, and I’ve worked with a lot of people from all over—we’re talking hundreds of clients and dozens of developers. I’m well-versed in what can go right and wrong.
THE PROJECT
Multiple Web & Platform Dev for Influencer Marketing Agency

THE REVIEW
5.0 ★★★★★

“They produce fantastic results and I have direct communication with all members of the team.”

THE REVIEWER
Director, Influize

Feedback summary:
Thanks to ADCI Solutions’ work, all projects were delivered successfully, within budget, and always at a high level of quality meeting the client’s expectations. The team communicates thoroughly and manages the projects through project management tools.

RESULTS & FEEDBACK
Can you share any measurable outcomes of the project or general feedback about the deliverables?
All projects were delivered successfully, within budget and always to the high standard I expect.

Describe their project management style, including communication tools and timelines.
We manage projects in Redline and communication is thorough each week.

What did you find most impressive or unique about this company?
They produce fantastic results and I have direct communication with all members of the team.

Are there any areas for improvement or something they could have done differently?
Potentially timescales on some work, but I accept some delays because of the level of service and quality I receive.
The Project
Multiple Drupal Project Dev for Digital Marketing Agency
- Web Development
- $10,000 to $49,999
- Apr. 2019 - Ongoing

Feedback summary:
ADCi Solutions is consistently addressing requirements that would have tied up the client's in-house team. The team communicates seamlessly and always meets their commitments. They impress with their deep development knowledge and flexibility leading to successful projects.

The Review

5.0 ★★★★★

President, Resonetics, LLC

MAR 24, 2021

Quality: 5.0
Schedule: 5.0
Cost: 5.0
Willing to refer: 5.0

Results & Feedback

Can you share any measurable outcomes of the project or general feedback about the deliverables?

ADCi has consistently been able to move the larger and more technical rocks on our projects, addressing requirements that would have tied up my in-house team much longer than I could afford. Integration with our workflow has been painless and quite successful.

Describe their project management style, including communication tools and timelines.

ADCi communicates with us primarily through Redmine, and open source project management tool. This has been fine for us. We're 12 hours off in terms of time zones, but that hasn't been a problem. They've always met their commitments to timely delivery as well.

What did you find most impressive or unique about this company?

Their deep knowledge of the technologies we work with is primary. Also nice are their flexibility and ability to grasp requirements accurately. Finally, they are pleasant to work with, and seem like genuinely good people.
Platform Dev for IT Services Firm

THE REVIEW

5.0 ★★★★★

Quality: 4.5
Schedule: 5.0
Cost: 5.0
Willing to refer: 5.0

SEP 13, 2020

Feedback summary:
ADC Solutions enabled the company’s team to present a proof of concept to its CEO. As a result, there were already features that were approved to be merged in the existing platform. The vendor demonstrated patience, professionalism, and eagerness throughout the project.

THE REVIEWER

Lead Product Owner, IT Services Company

Jason Lin

RESULTS & FEEDBACK

Can you share any measurable outcomes of the project or general feedback about the deliverables?

We were able to present a proof of concept to our CEO who has decided to greenlight some of the features to integrate into another team's existing platform. While the project is no longer being developed, it served its purpose of devolving an exploratory committee for product-market fit in this new niche.

Describe their project management style, including communication tools and timelines.

We used Redmine and JIRA as our project management tools. The team from ADCI was professional and kept a good pace of development to meet our timelines.

What did you find most impressive or unique about this company?

The team at ADCI was patient and had a great sense of humor to work with our tech lead. Despite setbacks and uncertainty from our end, we worked together well.
Review

Results & Feedback:
Can you share any information that demonstrates the impact that this project has had on your business?

Recently, a marketer from ADCI wrote an extensive review of our work, including the following statistics:

1. The average monthly number of appointments through the site increased from 193 to 1,623.
2. The number of active users, who visited the site once or more during the year, increased from 10,500 to 19,300.
3. The total number of users increased from 26,600 to 45,000.

How was project management arranged and how effective was it?

All tasks are assigned in Redmine, so it’s more convenient to track progress for each task. Artem, Project Team Leader, is always in touch. I can say the same about the designer.

What did you find most impressive about this company?

Speed of reaction and professionalism. It is nice to see that their work brings real results in the form of appointments and new clients.

Are there any areas for improvement?

Not that I can think of.
Contact us
Alexander Kuznetsov
CEO

E-mail  ak@adcillc.com
Skype  ak_omsk
Phone  +7 983 625-65-76
Time zone  UTC/GMT +06:00
Iuliia Gapunenko
Sales and marketing

E-mail: julia.sales@adcillc.com
Skype: raymondadcillc
Phone: +7 913 617-99-19
Time zone: UTC/GMT +06:00
We’re looking forward to having you on board!